
The Death Camps 

Chelmno 

     Children on their way to the gas chamber at Chelmno. 

• First fully operational death camp 

• Opened late in 1941 to murder Jews & Roma from Lodz ghetto and Wartheland district 
of Greater Germany 

• Located 50 miles northwest of Lodz 

• Victims gassed by SS & taken 2.5 miles to Waldlager (forest camp) for burial and later 
cremation 

• First gassings on December 8, 1941- 50 to 70 Jews gassed in a van 

• Herbert Lange (1st commander); staff of  10-15 SS men and 80 Order Police 

• Each staff person received daily bonus for work 

• Adolf Eichmann witnessed one of first gassings- described screams that came from the 
van 

• Initially bodies buried in large pits- locals complained of smells- burning bodies on 
wooden pyres 
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• Jan. 1942- Himmler sent two new gas vans to Chelmno 

• Several phases: Dec. 1941-March 1943: Camp closed and reopened in summer of 1944- 
to kill remaining Jews at Lodz 

• One of last camp sites to be “cleansed” 

• Red Army liberated it on Jan. 17, 1945: 147,000 Jews; 5,000 Roma died there 

Aktion Reinhard: Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka 

• SS program designed to murder 2.3 million Jews in General Government in these three 
camps 
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A woman about to be executed in Belzec 
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Belzec 

• Located 85 miles south east of Lublin- remote/access to railroads/ close proximity to 
Jewish population 

• Small forced labor camp built there in 1940, then closed to start construction of a 
death camp 

• Construction began on Nov. 1, 1941, and the “death” camp opened in December of 
1941 

• Small and utilitarian 



• Christian Wirth (1st commander) 

• He wanted permanent chambers 

• Used diesel engines in gas chambers 

• Built three gas chambers, 13ft by 26 ft in a barracks and lined the floor & walls with 
tin 

• Narrow sand-filled barrier separated each chamber 

• First gassings took place at end of Feb. 1942 

• Next few days, Wirth gassed several hundred Jews 

• Wirth developed other methods of transport, gassing, and burial at Belzec later used 
at Sobibor and Treblinka 

• Staff of 20 to 30 SS men and 90-120 Ukrainian guards 

• Took 20 to 30 minutes to kill everyone in gas chambers 

• Problem of burial pits/mass graves; Nazis overwhelmed 

• Closed camp in spring of 1942 to build larger chambers 

• By end of Dec. 1942, Germans had killed most of Jews in General Government; Belzec 
was ordered closed 

• 600,000 Jews died in Belzec between Feb. and Dec. of 1942 

• Camp demolished and land given to Ukrainian farmers 
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Some of the Sobibor survivors 
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Sobibor 

• Located 65 miles northeast of Lublin 

• Built and operated along same lines as Belzec 

• Construction began in March 1942 and opened in April 1942 

• Franz Stangl (1st commander) 

• Divided into four small camps; had staff of SS (20 to 30) and 90-120 Ukrainian guards 

• Sobibor III was site of gas chambers, mass graves, and barracks for Jewish slave 
laborers 

• Three carbon monoxide asphyxiation chambers at Sorbibor 

• First experimental gassing took place in April 1942; Wirth (from Belzec) was there to 
help 

• Gassings took place in stages from May to July 1942: 90,000-100,000 murdered from 
Poland, Slovakia, and greater Reich 

• Gassings stopped in August and September- problems with rail transports in to the 
camps- time also needed to build three new chambers 

• Stangl transferred to Treblinka 



• Gassings resumed in October and continued until summer of 1943 

• Himmler decided to change if from death camp to concentration camp 

• Between April 1942-September 1943- 250,000 Jews murdered there 

Sobibor Uprising 

• September 1943- Germans discovered escape tunnel in Sobibor III and executed 150 
prisoners in retaliation 

• Later that month, group of Soviet POWs arrived 

• Soviet officer revived the idea of using the tunnel- but not feasible because of flooding 

• New plan- kill camp’s principal SS personnel, seize arms in camp’s arsenal, fight way 
through main gate 

• SS murdered large number of prisoners in October; group decided to act 

Plan: 

▪ At 3;30 pm on October 14, small group of inmates would kill four important SS men 

▪ Thirty minutes later, others would cut the camp’s telephone lines 

▪ Simultaneously, other SS men would be invited individually to the camps workshops; there 
they would be killed 

▪ At 4:30 pm, some of the Soviet POWs would seize control of the camp’s arsenal as the 550 
Jewish workers lined up for roll call 

▪ Once they had arms, the Soviet POWs would join the column of workers moving towards the 
main gate 

▪ The idea was to give the guards at the gate the impression that the workers were lined up 
for a special work assignment 

▪ If the group met resistance, they would fight back 

▪ If the SS or the Ukrainian guards cut off the escape route through the main gate, the 
workers would cut holes in the fence and use wood and bricks to clear a path through the 
mine field 

▪ 320 Jews made it out of the camp, but 80 were killed during the initial phase of the escape 

▪ Germans recaptured 170 of them; 90 escapees who joined the partisans died in battle or 
were killed by local Poles; 62 Sobibor Jews survived the Holocaust; Germans executed 
everyone else as well as those who had not made it out 

• Himmler closed the camp and gave the land to Ukrainian guards 
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                                     Center monument at Treblinka 

Treblinka 

• Operated from July 23, 1942-August 2, 1943; located 65 miles northeast of Warsaw 

• Germans killed 874,000 Jews and several thousand Roma here 

• Second in murders only behind Auschwitz 

• Very remote site/surrounded by forests 

• Treblinka I opened in summer of 1941 as forced labor camp for Poles and Jews from 
Warsaw 

• Divided into two camps 

• Forced laborers at Treblinka I worked mainly in gravel pit and in an irrigation area 

• Treblinka I was small and never had more than 100-2,000 workers; of the 20,000 
inmates who worked at Treblinka I, between 1941-1944, more than half perished 
(exhaustion, execution, mistreatment) 

• Odilo Globocnik opened Treblinka II, death camp in July 1942 

• Himmler replaced first commander (Imfried Eberl) with Franz Stangl ; Himmler 
wanted someone with experience 

• Died in Treblinka: 366,000 from Warsaw district; 377,000 from Radom; 35,000 
from Lublin; 107,000 from Bialystok; and 29,000 from other parts of Europe 

• Thirteen gas chambers 

• Took 15 minutes to kill several hundred Jews 

• Stangl proud it took no more than two to three hours to unload transport of 20 cars 
and gas the victims 



• Stangl insisted on women and children being murdered first 

• Stangl considered the victims “nothing more than cargo” 

• Stangl (as he looked into the burial pits) considered the bodies not as people, but 
as a “mass of rotting flesh” 

Treblinka Uprising 

▪ More of a problem here than in other camps 

▪ Dr. Julian Chorazycki (Jewish convert to Christianity) worked in camp’s SS clinic- 
developed first major escape plan 

▪ Had sonderkommandos steal some of the victims’ gold as they pulled bodies from the gas 
chambers to use as bribes for Ukrainian guards 

▪ Chorazycki was caught with money/gold by Kurt Franz (SS official) 

▪ Chorazycki attached Kurt Franz with a surgical knife and then swallowed poison and died 

▪ Franz was furious and viciously beat the doctor (who was already dead) 

▪ Other uprisings spurred by the news of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 
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• August 19, 1943, Globocnik began to close Treblinka.  

• Kurt Franz was later given the command of Treblinka and the task of closing/
cleaning/destroying the evidence 

• He used 100 Jewish prisoners for this work and later sent 30 of them to Sobibor to 
destroy evidence there 

• Franz had all his Jewish workers shot once they had finished their work at 
Treblinka II 

• Ukrainian guards burned their bodies and the site was turned over to former 
Ukrainian guard; he used the bricks from the former gas chambers to build his 
farm house 
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Old picture showing main gate into Majdanek camp 

Majdanek 

• Like Auschwitz, this camp was a sprawling (675 acres) forced labor and death 
camp 

• Himmler ordered Globocnik to open a labor camp in the suburbs of Lublin (1941) 

• Majdanek’s prisoners would build an SS center in the Lublin region; the SS center 
would become a base of operations for the activities in the Soviet Union 

• More than a half a million prisoners passed through Majdanek during its three year 
existence; 360,000 would die here (harsh labor conditions, malnutrition, 
disease) 

• Of the victims, 100,000 were Poles, 80,000 were Jews, and 50,000 were Soviet 
POWs. 

• There were gas chambers , guillotines, and gallows 

• There were four gas chambers : two used carbon monoxide and two used Zyklon-B 

• There were forced-labor satellite camps, including one in Warsaw 

• The main camp was run by 200 SS men and a staff from 900- 1,200 guards (most 
Lithuanians) 

• Karl Otto Koch (first commander); previously was the commander at Buchenwald 



• Koch was accused of corruption and he and his wife were arrested by the SS; Koch 
was executed in April 1945 for his crimes 

• Himmler released Koch’s wife but she was arrested by the Allies and sentenced to 
life in prison; she later committed suicide 

• Max Koegel, former commander at Ravensbruck, became the new commander at 
Majdanek 

• Himmler replaced Koegel with Hermann Florstredt;  Florstredt was as corrupt as 
the Kochs; he was indicted by the SS; Himmler replaced him with Martin Weiss; 
the last commander of Majdanek was Arthur Liebehenschel, who served for only a 
few months 

• Majdanek had a special reputation for brutality; most prisoners shot, but by fall of 
1942, the gassings began. 

• Worst massacre tool place on Nov. 3, 1943, as part of the Erntefest campaign; 
several days earlier, prisoners dug three main ditches behind the crematorium; 
100 more SS men were transferred here from other camps; in twenty-four hours, 
they shot 10,000 Jews from Majdanek and its satellite camps 
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                              Infamous Auschwitz front gate 

Auschwitz 

• Come to collectively represent the horrors of the Shoah 

• Between 1940-1945, Germans deported 1.1million Jews, 140,000 to 150,000 Poles, 
23,000 Roma, and 15,000 Soviet POWs to Auschwitz- almost all were murdered 

• More than 2/3 of Jewish victims were from Hungary (438,000) and Poland 
(300,000) 

• Auschwitz was also known for its medical experiments and slave-labor factory 
complex 

• Auschwitz known for both size and permanency: three major camps  and then 
twenty-eight agricultural and industrial complexes 

• Auschwitz I (main camp or concentration camp); Auschwitz II-Birkenau (death 
camp); Auschwitz III-Buna/Monowitz (I.G .Farben complex that used camp labor to 
manufacture synthetic rubber) 

• Covered more than 25 square miles 



• Germans deported more than 1.3 million people to Auschwitz between 1940-1944, 
only 120,000 to 150,000 people were incarcerated there at any one time 

• Known for its brutality 

• SS staff  (by 1945) grown to 4,480 male  SS guards and 71 female guards, assisted 
by a contingent of inmate leaders who served as kapos. block elders, and workers’ 
foremen 

• In Birkenau, inmate sonderkommandos were responsible for removing the bodies 
from the gas chambers and burning them in the crematorium 

• Block 11’s basement was the torture area, and the “black wall” between Blocks 10 
and 11 contained concrete where executions took place; Block 10 contained the 
site of the infamous medical experiments 

• Greeting: “Work Makes You Free” is above entrance 

• Prisoners not allowed to drink water; it was contaminated and the Nazis wanted 
the contain the spread of typhoid; bread was often made of sawdust and dough; 
soup was often a mixture of camp grasses, dead mice, human  hair, and other 
things; average laborer subsisted on 750 calories a day 

• At Birkenau (located two miles from the main camp), Hoss converted an old farm 
house into the first gas chamber there 

• He built four large crematoria-gas chambers (II,III,IV, and V); there was a 
crematorium at Auschwitz I 

• Birkenau was made up of three camps (BI, BII, and BIII); these were subdivided 
into BIa-b, BIIa-BIIf, and BIII); BIIb, for example, was the Theresienstadt family 
Camp and BIIe was the Gypsy Family Camp 

• Similar murder procedures as in Belzec and Treblinka 

• Inmates not condemned to die right away were often given tasks of sorting the 
possessions of the victims: these possessions were stored in the barracks 
nicknamed kanada(Canada), a name they associated with prosperity; 

• Most of the usable goods were either used by the SS or shipped to ethnic Germans 
in Poland or the Ukraine; in Feb. of 1943, Hoss shipped 824 train cars of goods 
from Auschwitz  and Majdanek for use elsewhere in the Reich 

• When the Soviets entered Auschwitz in January 1945, they found 350,000 mens’ 
suits, more than 800,000 women’s dresses and other personal items, a lot of 
children’s clothing, and almost seven tons of human hair 

      Medical Experiments in Auschwitz I and Auschwitz II 

• Nazis set up  seventy-five medical experiment programs in Europe between 
1939-1945 



• Two hundred physicians and staffs conducted gruesome experiments on more than 
7,000 victims 

• Two medical experiment programs were conducted at Auschwitz 

• One was run by Dr. Carl Clauberg, who specialized in the treatment of infertility 

• He met with Himmler in 1940 and set up a special clinic to treat infertility and find 
cheap, quick nonmedical ways to sterilize patients 

• He experimented on more than 700 victims, many of them Jewish and Roma women 

• Clauberg and Dr. Johannes Gobel, a former chief chemist, developed  formalin 
(blend of formaldehyde, water, and methyl alcohol) to use as a sterilization drug, 
put into the patient’s womb via injection syringe 

• Dr. Horst Schumann also worked in Block 10 

• He sterilized 1,000 Jews and poles with powerful x-rays 

• Most of his patients died during the procedure 

• Removed the ovaries of women who survived and castrated the males 

• Went to Ravensbruck where he experimented on Roma women; Dr. Helmut Wirths 
conducted “research” on cervical cancer; Dr. Bruno Weber conducted painful blood 
and bacteria experiments on patients 

• Dr. Josef Mengele held a PhD and an MD 

• Gifted researcher 

• Specialized in relationship between heredity and physical characteristics 

• Sent to Auschwitz in spring of 1943 

• Chief physician at Gypsy Family Camp 

• Interested in twins and Roma children afflicted with noma (a blister that appears on 
the mucous membrane inside the mouth and quickly spreads until it covers the skin 
of the whole face; the tissue wastes away so quickly that the oral cavity is exposed; 
process of decay also spread quickly to the cheekbones and could destroy half the 
face if death doesn’t occur first); also experimented on dwarfs 

• Mengele operated a kindergarten for children in his medical experiments; kids had 
good food, toys, and a playground; they called him Uncle Pepi 

• Mengele took detailed measurement s of the twins he worked on; they often died 
after he had collected their blood or had given them transfusions; on one occasion, 
he had two Gypsy twins sewn together like Siamese twins; their veins were sewn 
together and the stitches festered 



    Other Information about Auschwitz 

• Some uprisings took place: October 23, 1943 and most dramatic on October 7, 1944 

• Then 300 sonderkommandos had just heard of Himmler’s plans to close Auschwitz  

• They blew up Crematorium IV and fought the SS with hammers and axes 

• The SS killed 451 Jews during the uprising and executed others involved in the plot 

• Himmler then ordered the crematoria at Auschwitz I and II destroyed after this 
rebellion 

• On Jan. 17, 1945, the Germans began moving the remaining 58,000 prisoners 
westward; many died on this forced march 

• The Red Army liberated Auschwitz of ifs 7,000 sick or dying inmates 
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All information comes from The Holocaust: Roots, History, and Aftermath by David. M. 
Crowe 
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